Turf Problems?

Here's the answer to this and other summer turf problems:

**White grubs and Sod webworms.** For long-lasting protection from these and other turf insects apply Chlordane. Gets rid of moles and skunks, too.

**Brown patch and Dollar spot (bluegrass).** Apply Velsicol® "2-1" for effective, economical prevention or cure of these and other turf diseases. New formula provides improved wettablility, better stability, and less foaming action.

**Gray leafspot and Fairy ring.** Velsicol® Memmi .8EC protects warm and cool season grasses from these and other turf diseases. Memmi .8EC is a liquid mercurial fungicide—mixes in minutes, needs no constant agitation, won't clog nozzles, leaves no sediment in spray tank!

**Mouse-ear chickweed and Knotweed.** Banvel® D 4S attacks weeds through leaves and roots, kills most species found in turf. Works in warm or cold weather!

**Plantain.** Banvel® D-4, 4-D combines the effectiveness of Banvel with reliable, versatile 2, 4-D to give you one-application control of practically every broadleaf weed found in turf. Saves time—gets the job done quicker at lower cost!